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In this note we use cohomological techniques to prove that if
if there
is a linear map between two CSL
CSL algebras which is close to the
identity, then the two CSL
CSL algebras are similar. We use our result to show that if
if 2'
2f is a purely atomic,
atomic, hyperreflexive
hyperreflexive CSL
CSL with
uniform infinite
infinite multiplicity
multiplicity which satisfies the 4-cycle interpolation
condition, then there are constants
constants d,
δ, C >
> 0 such that whenever
L
Jt is another CSL
CSL such that d(Alg2'
d(Algi?,, AlgL)
MgJt) <
< d,
δ, then there
ι
is an invertible
invertible operator S such that S Alg2'S-1
k\gS?S~ = AlgL
A l g ^ and
IISII
||S|| liS-III
US"1 II < 1 +
4- Cd(AIg2'
Cd(Alg&,, AIgL).

1. Introduction and preliminaries. In
two
In this paper, we
we consider two
related types of perturbation questions for CSL
CSL algebras. The
The first
the problem of perturbing a linear isomorphism between
deals with the
algebras to
to obtain an
an algebra
algebra isomorphism, and
and the
two algebras
the second deals
with the
two such algebras, closeness
closeness
the problem of deciding whether, for two
implies isomorphism.
Perturbation questions of this kind were considered by Kadison and
and
Kastler for von
Neumann algebras
von Neumann
algebras in [18]
[18] and
and further studied by many
authors, including Christensen ([3,4,
([3, 4, 5]).
5]). Johnson ([16]) and
and Raeburn
and Taylor ([21]) obtained results concerning perturbations of closed
subalgebras of Banach algebras. Their results show that if .r#
$/ is a
subalgebras
subalgebra
algebra !?8
3S and
and certain cohomology
closed sub
algebra of a Banach algebra
sf vanish, then any
any closed subalgebra
subalgebra of !?8
3S "sufficiently
"sufficiently
groups for .r#
to .r#
sf is actually isomorphic to
to .r#.
stf . The
The nonselfadjoint
nonself adjoint case
close" to
was considered first for nest algebras
algebras by Lance in [19].
[19]. Perturbations
of other nonselfadjoint
nonself adjoint operator algebras
algebras were considered by Choi and
and
of
Davidson ([2]),
([2]), Davidson ([6]).
In §2,
§2, we prove Theorem 3 which shows that if two
two CSL
CSL algebras
algebras
.W{
the
s/\ and
and ~
J^2 are
are linearly isomorphic via an
an isomorphism close to
to the
identity, they they are
are actually spatially
spatially isomorphic via an
an isomorto a unitary equivalence. In
In §3,
§3, we introduce
phism which is close to
the 4-cycle interpolation property, which is closely
closely related to
to a lattice
[12] and
and to
to the
the notion of interpolating lattice
condition appearing in [12]
introduced in [7].
[7]. The
The main result of §3,
§3, Theorem 16,
16, shows that
if .W{
sfγ is a CSL
CSL algebra
algebra which is sufficiently
sufficiently close to
to a purely atomic,
if
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hyperrefiexive,
hyperreflexive, infinite multiplicity CSL algebra .9f
si and Lat.9f
LatJ/ has
the 4-cycle interpolation
interpolation property, then .9f
si and Jtl
si\ are spatially isomorphic via an isomorphism which is close to the identity. On first
sight, it may appear that the assumption that .9f
si is purely atomic
might reduce this result to a fairly easy exercise in matching up the
of Lat(.9f)
Lat(j/) with those of
of Lat(Jtl).
Lat(j/i). However, even in the special
atoms of
of nest algebras, the theorem is non-trivial. (Recall that a nest
case of
of invariant subspaces is totally
algebra is a CSL algebra whose lattice of
ordered.) Indeed the similarity theorem for nest algebras shows that
it is entirely possible for a totally atomic nest algebra to be close to a
nest algebra which is not totally atomic.
Theorem 16 is closely related to a result obtained by Lance for the
nest algebra case. Lance obtained his result by applying the general
perturbation
perturbation results for Banach algebras of
of Raeburn and Taylor. However, the general Banach algebra results do not apply directly in the
CSL setting, for there exist examples of
of CSL algebras for which the
relevant cohomology groups do not vanish. Nevertheless, by using
some recent work of
of Gilfeather
Gilfeather and Smith, we are able to obtain our
result.
We suspect that Theorem 16 holds in more generality. In particular,
it may well be the case that one can relax the hypothesis that one
of the algebras be purely atomic to assuming only that the lattice is
of
completely distributive, and it may be possible to adapt our arguments
hyperreflexivity is known,
to that case. However, very little concerning hyperrefiexivity
of a more
and it seemed to us that rather than working out the details of
general argument, it would be better to restrict attention to the simpler,
hyperreflexivity.
purely atomic case until more is known about hyperrefiexivity.
We would like to thank K. Davidson and J. Orr for several useful
useful
suggestions, and would particularly like to thank Davidson for pointing out an error in an earlier version of
of this paper.
Given a subalgebra .9f
(K) , thethelattice
thethesetsetofofallall
si ~
c 81
<3§{%?),
latticeofof.9fsi is is
invariant projections of
of .9f
si :
L
p.L
AP = 0 for all A E
Lat.9f =
Latsi
= {P
{PeE Proj(K):
Proj(^): P
AP
e .9f}.
sf}.
Duality, given a lattice of
of projections 2'
S*, , the algebra of
of 2'
«£* is the set
Alg2'
A l g ^ = {T
{TeE 8I(K):
3g{&): P.LTP
P±TP =
= 0 for all P Ee 2'}.
5?}.
An algebra .9f
si is reflexive if
if .9f
si =— AlgLat.9f
AlgLatJ/ , and a subspace lattice
2'
S? is refleXive
reflexive if
if 2'
S? == LatAlg2'.
Lat Alg^ 7 .
Given a projection
projection lattice 2'
J ? ,, the diagonal of
of 2'
J ? is the algebra
9(2') = Alg2' n (Alg2')*.
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Note that g
(~) is the commutant of
21 {β)
of the set ~.
&.
Given a reflexive algebra
algebra .91'
sf of
of operators, and T E
e $(2),
£%{%?),let
let
P~(T)
βj,(T) =
= sup{IIP-LTPII:
supίllP^T-PH: P E
e Lat(.9I')},
Lat(s/)},
liT +.91'11
k(.9I') =

:~~ P~(T)

.

Recall that .91'
sf is hyperreflexive
hyperreflexive if
if k(A) < 00
oo.•
If
If P and Q
Q are projections on a Hilbert
Hubert space 2,
<^, we let P
P\lV Q
Q
denote the projection onto the closed linear span of
of the ranges of
of P
Q, and P 1\
Λ Q denotes the projection onto the intersection of
of the
and Q,
ranges of
of P and Q.
Q.
A commutative
commutative subspace lattice (CSL) is a commuting, strongly
closed family
family ~
J& of
of projections acting on a separable Hilbert
Hubert space
2
%f which contains both the identity and the zero operators and which
forms a complete lattice under the operations V and 1\.
Λ. Arveson
Arveson [1]
[1]
showed that commutative subspace lattices are reflexive.
reflexive. A CSL algeshowed
algesubalgebra of
of $&(β?)
MAS A. (The
(.,JP') which contains a MASA.
bra is a reflexive subalgebra
terminology comes from the fact that if
if .91'
J / is a CSL algebra, then
Lat J / is a CSL.)
Lat.9l'
If
If ~
£? is a CSL and .%
^ is a Hilbert
Hubert space, we will write
~ ® J = {L ® Jyi< L E ~}.
J) is the weak-star
We remark that Alg(~
Alg(Jz? ®
® /)
weak-star closure of
of the span of
of
the elementary tensors A®B,
A ® B , where A E
(2) .
e Alg~
AlgJ? and B E
e $£${%?).
Recall that the distance dd(V
(V,
W)
between
two
subspaces
V and
subspaces
9
W of
of aa Banach
Banach space
space X
X is
is given
given by
by the
the formula
formula
d(V, W) = max { sup
VEV,

IIvlI=1

IIv + WII,

sup IIw
\\w + VII}.
V\\
sup

wew,
WEW,

IlwlI=1
IMI=i

Recall that two sub
algebras .wI
(2) are similar
similar if
subalgebras
stf\ and Jt2
stfχ of
of $3B{%?)
if
x
there exists an invertible
(2) such that T.wI
T-l
=
invertible operator T E
e $&(%?)
Ts^xT~
=
Jt2.
£f2 - The class of
of sub-Boolean
sub-Boolean operator algebras is the smallest
smallest similarity invariant class of
of subalgebras
subalgebras of
of $(2)
38(%?) containing the CSL
algebras. Sub-Boolean operator algebras
algebras are always reflexive [6].
We shall use the term projection for self-adjoint
self-adjoint idempotents in
$£&{&).
(2). If
(2) is an invertible operator and P Ee 3&{%T)
$ (2)
If S E
e $3B{%T)
is a projection, [SP] denotes the projection onto the range of
of SP.
SP. If
If
~ is a CSL,
S*
CSL, and S is an invertible
invertible operator, then
LatS(Alg~)S-1
~}.
Lat^Alg-SOS" 1 == {[SL]:
{[SL]: L ELe^f}.
We will require the following
following result of
of Davidson:
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PROPOSITION 1 ([6],
([6], Theorem 2.2).
2.2). Suppose that Jatl
sf\ and ..w2
sf2 are
sub-Boolean operator algebras with lattices 21
£?\ and ..22
2 | respecrespectwo sub-Boolean
tively. Suppose 0 < eε < .01
.01 and d(Jatl,..w2)
d{srf\, 3?2)<<e.ε Then
Thenthere
thereexists
exists
tively.
a unique complete lattice isomorphism fJ:
such
that
forfor
allall
θ: 21
<£[--t..22
—• Jzζ
such
that
PE21,
\\P-θ(P)\\<4ε.
liP
- fJ(P)1I < 4e.
the lattice isomorphism obtained form Proposition
We shall refer to the
1 as
as the
the standard
standard order
order isomorphism.
isomorphism.
Finally, we shall occasionally
occasionally refer to
to the
the following simple
simple lemma.
It is well known and
we
omit
its
proof.
and

2.
2. Suppose that S E
e !B(7/")
3B{%?) is an invertible operator and
e > o.
0. Let S
S == WISI
W\S\ be the polar decomposition of
of S
S and let r be
1 • 1.
of IIS\\S~1l111ISII\\ \\S\\~
the square root of
(i) If
If U E
< e,
e !B(7/")
&(%?) is a unitary operator such that liS
\\S - UII
U\\
< ε,
then
LEMMA

s - 1 11H< i1++ 1~ e·
IISIlIIS"
1-ε'
1

2ε

(ii) IIf IISIlIIS- 1 11 < 1 + e, then
(ϋ)

IIrS- WII < vr=e--l <~.
2. Perturbations of linear isomorphisms. The
The purpose of this section
if there is a linear map
map between
between two CSL
CSL algebras
algebras which
is to show that if
the identity, then the
the two CSL
CSL algebras are
are similar.
similar. More
is close to the
precisely,
prove the
preCisely, we will prove
the following result:
result:
3.
Hilbert
3. Suppose that a?
Jΐ? is a eSL
CSL acting on a separable Hubert
space 7/"
(7/") be
%? and let i: Alga?
AlgJ? --t
—•!B
&(βf)
bethe
theinclusion
inclusionmap.
map.Then
Thenthere
there
are constants 0 < dδ < .01
.01 and e
C > 0 such that thefollowing
the following statement
holds.
holds.
Suppose J£
L is a eSL
CSL acting on 7/",
β?, A:
Λ: Alga?
Alg-2* --t
—•AlgL
A l g ^ isisaalinear
linear
||Λ -— ill
/|| < d,
δ, and let fJ:
θ: a?
3? --t
—• ^
isomorphism such that IIA
L be the
standard order isomorphism. Then there exist an invertible operator
S Ee !B
(7/") and a unitary operator U Ee !B
(7/") such that
&&{&)
3B{&)
THEOREM

\\S - UII
U\\
< C||A
(i) liS
< ellA
- ill- ί||andand
(ii) [SL]
fJ(L) for all LEa?
[SL] == Θ(L)
Le&.
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We remark that the unitary V
U appearing in the theorem may be
taken to be the identity operator if
if .5?
Sf is hyperrefiexive.
hyperreflexive. In this
case, the constant C will depend also on the hyperrefiexivity
hyperreflexivity constant

k(.5?) .
We begin by proving
proof of
proving several lemmas. The proof
of Theorem 3
appears after
Lemma
6
below.
after
In [13], Gilfeather
Gilfeather and Moore show that any algebraic
algebraic isomorphism
isomorphism
¢φ between two CSL algebras AIg.5?
and
AIgL
is
automatically
conAlg J ?
Alg^#
tinuous and that ¢
φ may be factored
factored as the product of
of a spatial isoAIg.5?
Our
first
morphism and an automorphism of
of AlgJ?.
first step towards
towards
the proof
proof of
of Theorem 3 is to show an isomorphism
isomoφhism between
between two CSL
algebras which is close to the identity is near a spatial
spatial isomorphism
isomorphism
which implements the standard order isomorphism.
isomoφhism.
LEMMA
LEMMA 4. Suppose
Suppose .5?
<S? and L
^£ are two CSLs acting on the same
Hilbert space
space 7t'.
Hubert
%f. Let
Let i: AIg.5?
AlgJ? --t
—• g(7t')
&(<%") be the inclusion
inclusion map
map
and suppose
suppose ¢:
AIgL
φ: AIg.5?
AlgJϊf --t
-> A
l g ^ is a Banach algebra
algebra isomorphism
which satisfies
\\φ - ill
i\\ < .01 Let
θ: J ? --t
-> L
Jί be the standard latwhich
satisfies II¢
Let O:.5?
there exist operators
operators
tice isomorphism given
given by Proposition
Proposition 1. Then there
S, V
UE
e^{^)
S,
g(7t') such
such that:
that:
1. S is an invertible
invertible operator
operator and V
U is a unitary operator;
operator;
\\S-U\\<2\\φ-i\\/(ί-2\\φ-i\\);
2. liS
- VII < 211¢ - ill/(1 - 211¢ - ill); and
3. [SL] == O(L)
for all L E.5?
Θ(L) for
Le^f.

Proof. The proof
proof is motivated
Proof.
motivated by the methods of
of Gilfeather
Gilfeather and R.
\\φ- i\\.
Moore in [13]. For convenience, we let e = II¢
ill.
%* ~
c AIg.5?
AlgJ? be a MASA.
MASA. Then ¢(~)
φ{&) is a maximal abelian
Let ~
subalgebra
¢(~).
subalgebra of
of AlgL.
A l g ^ . Let .SiI
si be the set of
of all idempotents in φ(%?).
sf is a Boolean algebra
algebra of
of idempotents and for each e E
e .SiI
sf
Then .SiI

Ilell

~

lie - ¢-I(e)11 + 11¢-I(e)11

~ e + 1.

By a lemma of
of Wermer
Wermer in [23], we may find a positive
positive invertible
invertible operι
||/ -— Til
T\\< <
and
such
thatTeT-l
TeT~ is is
a projection
ator T such that III
2e2εand
such
that
a projection
ι
for each e E
~ =
¢(~) T-l.
e .SiI.
s/ . Let ^
= T
Tφ(W)T~
. Arguing as Gilfeather
Gilfeather and
do, we see that ~
W\ is a MASA
MASA and x »I--t
-> T¢(x)T-l
Tφ(x)T~ι is a *Moore do,
isomoφhism between
between W
W\.. Therefore
Therefore there exists a unitary U
isomorphism
~ and ~
V
such that
VxV*
UxW == T¢(x)TTφ{x)T'x 1 for all xX EG~.
?.
ι
V. Then if
L E
SLS-lι =
Now let S =
= T-l
T~ U.
if L
e .5?
&9 , we have SLS~
- ¢(L).
φ(L).
1
It follows that S
Alg.5?S-l
^A
lg^^" =
= AIgL,
Alg^#, and hence [SL] E
e L
J£ for each
LE.5?
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Note that

IIS- VII

= IIT- 1 -III

< 1 :e2e ,

and hence items (1) and (2) hold. To verify
verify (3),
(3), fix
fix L E.!?
e S*. We wish
to show that
(1)

< ve(2 + e).

II[SL] - SLS-11I
1

Let zz == [SL](SLS-l
) [SL]-L
. Since
[SmSLS-^lSL]
.
Since SLS-l
SLS~ι and
and [SL]
[SL] are idempotents which have the same range, we have

+ z.
A calculation shows that HSLS"
IISLS-lil!! =
= y
VI
Ί + IIzll2
||z|| and, therefore,
SLS= [SL]
SLS~ι 1 =
1

2

IIzll
- 1.
||z|| == VIISLS-11l2
JwSLS-ψ-l.
IISXS"1!! =
= II¢(L)II
\\φ(L)\\ ~
< 1 + ee.. Inequality 1 now follows. Finally,
But IISLS-lil
\\[SL]-- O(L)U
Θ(L)\\~<II[SL]
\\[SL]- -SLS-11I
SLS- \\+ +
\\φ(L)
- Θ(L)\\
II[SL]
II¢(L)
- -LIIL\\
+ +IlL\\L
- O(L)
II
ι

^ε{2 + e)
ε) + eε + 4e
< ve(2
< 11 (since eε < .01).
.01).

But [SL] and O(L)
Θ(L) are commuting projections, so by the last inequality, they must be equal.
This completes the proof.
0
D
turn our attention to obtaining an algebra
algebra isomorphism
isomorphism
We now tum
strategy used
from a linear isomorphism. We shall be following the strategy
by Lance when considering perturbations of
of nest algebras
algebras in [19]. In
cohomology groups of
of a
this paper, Lance shows that the Hochschild cohomology
algebra are trivial, then uses a perturbation result of
of Raeburn and
nest algebra
Taylor from [21]. However, a direct adaptation of
of Lance's methods to
Taylor
algebras is not possible, since the Hochschild cohomology
cohomology groups
CSL algebras
of general CSL algebras
algebras need not be trivial
trivial (see [15, 14]). Instead,
of
algebra with a new CSL algebra
algebra which does
we replace the given CSL algebra
trivial cohomology
cohomology groups, but whose perturbation theory will
have trivial
information about perturbations of
of the original
original CSL algebra.
algebra.
yield information
Recall from [14] that if
if ~
sf is a norm closed unital subalgebra
subalgebra of
of
!?6'(Y?) , then the cone
cone over
over ~
srf ,, ~(~),
&{$/), is the algebra
algebra

~(~)={(~ ~)E!?6'(CEBY?):ZEC,

UEY?,

AE~}.

UEY?*,

AE~}.

Also, W(~)
&(sf) is the algebra
algebra

W(~)={(~
= {(θ ~)E!?6'(CEBY?):ZEC,
A)
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We remark that if
if 2'
^ is a CSL,
CSL, then g(Alg2')
^(Alg S*) is a CSL algebra and

(2)
(2)

Latg(Alg2') = {el EEl L: L

E

2'}

u {O};

here el
EEl O
OK.
β\ is the (rank-one)
(rank-one) projection of
of C EElθ 2^ onto C θ
^ . When
2'
^ is a CSL,
CSL, we shall use the
the notation
7

~(2')
g ^ ) == Lat(~(Alg2'))
Lat(^(Alg^))

and g(2')
^ ( ^ ) == Lat(g(Alg2')).
Lat^Alg-S*)).

Note that if
if ~
J / is a subalgebra
subalgebra of
of ~(2)
3§(%r) and J~*
/ * denotes the
algebra
algebra whose elements are the adjoints
adjoints of
of elements of
of J~/ , then for
~ 0, Hn(~
each nn >
Hn{sf ,~(2))
, &{&)) is isomorphic to Hn(~*,
/7 r t 0#*, ~(2)).
&{%')). To
see this, define a map Sn:
~(2))
*„: cn(~
Cn(sf ,, ^
( X ) ) --t
-+ cn(~*
Cn(sf*,,~(2))
^ ( ^ ) ) by
(snlfl)(Ai, Ai, ... , A~) = (IfI(An, An-I, ... , Ad)*

(Aj E ~).

n+1

Then 8(Snlfl)
+ 1 (81f1) and hence it follows that Sn
d{snψ) == (-I)n+l
(-l) sn+sn
\(dψ)
sn induces
an isomorphism
isomoφhism of
of Hn(~,
Hn(s/ , ~(2))
&{&)) onto 2n(~*,
^ " ( j / * , ~(2)).
^(^)).
Gilfeather and Smith prove that Hn(~(~),
~(C EEl
Hn(&(s/), 3&{C
®2))
^ ) ) == 00 for
for
n
= 0, 1,
2, ... , whenever
~ is a norm closed unital subalgebra
of
w=
1,2,...,
whenever sf
subalgebra of
~(2).
^ ( J T ) . As g(~)
&(s/) == ~(~*)*,
&(sf*)*, the remarks of
of the preceding paragraph
show that

i / w ( r ( j / ) , J ( C θ J ) ) = 0 forn = 0, 1,2,....
To apply the results of
of Raeburn and Tayor, we need to know that
certain cohomology groups of
of g(~)
£?(£/) with coefficients
coefficients in g(~)
If (J/) are
trivial. The proof
proof of
of the following lemma is patterned after
after an anal[19], and we include an outline for completeness.
ogous result in [19],

& be a CSL and let ~
srf == Alg2'.
A l g ^ . Then
Then for
LEMMA 5. Let 2'
for n =
=
1,2,3,
1 , 2 , 3 , ....
. . ,,

Proof. For
.
Proof.
Forease
easeofofnotation,
notation,let
letKK=—CCEElθ2%?.
n
Let (Ja Ee Z
zn(g(~),
g(~)). The fact that the core of
g(~) is an
(&(sf), &{s/)).
of &{s/)
abelian von Neumann
Neumann algebra
enables
us
to
use
Theorem
4.1 of
algebra
of [17]
[17]
n ι
to obtain ¢>
φ Ee cn-l(g(~),
C ~ {&{s/)> g(~))
&($/)) such that p =
= (Jσ -- 8¢>
dφ vanishes
vanishes
whenever
(~). Since
whenever any of
of its arguments belong to the core of
of g%{$f).
Hn(g(~),, ~(K))
3S{K)) == 0,
0, we may find
find an
an element

IfI E C n- 1 (g(~), ~(K))

such that 8dψIfI == p.
p. By Lemma 1.2 of
of [14],
[14], we may assume further
further
that IfI
ψ vanishes
vanishes whenever
whenever any of
of its arguments lie in the core of
of
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g'(~).

The proof
proof of
of Lemma 2.2 of
of [19] works
works for any CSL algen ι
g'(~)). Thus
bra. Since g'(~)
%{sf) is a CSL algebra, '1/
ψE
e cn-l(g'(~),
C - (^(s/),
&{&)).
n ι
'1/
ψ + ¢>φeE cn-l(g'(~),
C - (^{£f), g'(~))
&(s/)) and 8'1/
dψ + 8¢>
dφ = P
p + 8¢>
dφ = (J.
σ. Hence
Hence
Hn(g'(~), g'(~)) =
0
= O.
0.
D
Deleting all appearances of
of the symbol
symbol '*'
' * ' in the first corollary to
proof yields
Theorem 3 of
of [21] and its proof
yields a correct statement and proof.
Thus we have
6 [21]. Let
subalgebra of
Let A be a closed subalgebra
of .5W(J!"')
38(%?) such that
3
H (A,A)A) = H3(A,
H (A,A)A) = O.
0. Then there are constants d
δ > 0, C > 0
H2(A,
subalgebra of
(J!"') and
such that if
if B is another
another subalgebra
of .5W
33{%?)
and A:
λ: A -+
—• B is
linear isomorphism satisfying IIA
\\λ -- ill
i\\ < d,
δ, where
where i: A -+
-> .5W(J!"')
38(%f)
a linear
is the inclusion,
inclusion, then there is an isomorphism ¢>
φ of
of A onto B with
\\Φ- - illi\\
< c\\λ
- i\\.
II¢>
~ CIIA
- ill·
LEMMA
LEMMA

2

Proof of
of Theorem
£1 be a CSL acting on <%".
J!"'. We
apply
Proof
Theorem 3. Let Jΐ?
Wemay
may
apply
Lemma 6 to if
(Alg-S") to obtain constants do
δ0 > 0,
g'(Alg£1)
0, C
Coo > 0 such that
if B is a closed subalgebra
of .5W
( C E9 J!"') and A.:
g' (Alg £1)
if
subalgebra of
&(C®JT)
A: ^(Alg
S") -+
-• B
5 is a
linear isomorphism satisfying
satisfying IIA
||A—/||
δo,, then there exists an algebra
- ill < do
\\φ - z||
\\λ - i\\.
¢>: &(AlgJ?)
g'(Alg£1) -*
-+ B such that II¢>
ill <~ CCOilA
ill.
isomorphism φ:
0
Let δd be the smaller
smaller of
of δo
do and .01/Co. Suppose that .jf
./t is a CSL
acting on J!'"
%? and that
A: A
Alg£1
Λ:
l g ^ -+
— Alg./t
Alg^f
^||x|| for
is a linear isomorphism which satisfies ||Λ(AΓ)
IIA(x) - JC||
xII < dllxll
for all
Alg£1.
Define λ:
A: %{K\gS?)
g'(Alg£1) -*
-+ fg'(Alg./t)
x €E A
l g ^ . Define
(Alg^f) by

A

([~ A\)
~]) = [O
[~
\[o

ArA)].

Then ||A(α)
IIA(a) - a\\
all <<dδ for
< do.
thethe
for all
all aaEe g'(Alg£1)
&(Alg&), , soso IIA\\λ- - illi\\
< δ0.ByBy
algebra isomorphism ¢>:
g'(Alg£1)
-+
remarks above, there exists an algebra
φ: ^(Algi?) —
»•
g'(Alg./t) such that

1I¢>(a) - all
β|| ~
< CoIIA(a)
C0||A(α) -- all
α|| for all aα E€ g'(Alg£1).
Lat(g'(Alg£1)) and
and ./t'
= Lat(g'(Alg./t)).
Let ^£1'
Let
' =
= Lat(^(Alg^))
Jt' =
Lat(r(Alguf)). Since
Co||A
/|| <
an invertible opopCoilA - ill
< .01, Lemma 4 shows that there exist an
.5W ( C E9 J!"') such that T
£1' =./t'
and a unitary operator
erator T E
e^{C®β^)
T3"
= uf' and
V
E9 JJ!"')
F in .5W
J ( (C
Cφ
) such that

liT -

2C
2 Co0ilA
| μ-- iill
||
O/ ' oilA
II2 - ill·
il
VII < 1 - 2C
0

- 2 C O | | Λ - *|
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1
44C
C oliA
; -| ill
lirιιiir-1 II n<i+
oH
'-liAΊl
IITIIIIT<
1
+
14C
o
"
i-4C |μ
--i |ill·
Γ
111111

+

0

Define an isometry W: JF
Jr ->
~ C EB
Jr by W
u=
= 0φ
EB u.
θ^
WM
u . Set
5Ό =
= W*TW.
W*TW.
So

By (2),
(2), T
Γ leaves the
the subspace C θEBOO2/ invariant.
invariant. Hence So
SQ is an
(Jr) and
invertible element of
of !9
t%{%?)
and
1 1

ι

1 W.
SOl
5 - == W*TW*T~
W.

It
It follows that the condition number of
of So
SO is no greater than the
condition number of
of T. Thus if
if we set

S

lis-III
11;011 So

=

and C

50

= 24 Co,

then by Lemma 2 there exists a unitary
unitary operator U E
e !9(Jr)
3§{%?) such
that
| | S - t UII
/ | | <<CCIIA| | Λ - / | |ill.
.
liS

L'; be the standard
Next, let 9:
θ : 2"
3" ~
—• ^
standard lattice isomorphism
isomoφhism and
;
/ . Since 1 EB
θ 02
0χ belongs to 2"
3" n
Π «^
L', , and 9θ is close
let ίK == C EBθ Jr.
to the identity, we see that 9(1
θ ( l θEBθ02)
^ ) == 1l eEBθOχ
if
2 .. It follows that if
0:
θ: 2'
3 ~
—• L
^# is the standard lattice isomorphism,
isomorphism, then
1

0\

/I

0

9(~
1)=(~
O(~))·
\0
LJ
\0 Θ(L)
θ

Thus,
Thus, for
f oL
r iEe2'
y ,,
SLJr = W*T(O EB L)K
L)K ~c W*T(/ EB L)K
= W*9(/ EB L)K =
- W*(I
W*(I EBθ O(L))K
= O(L)Jr.

A
interchanging the roles of
of J2'
A similar argument using S-l
S~ι and interchanging
? and
ι
l
L yields that SO(L)Jr c~ L
LJr.
^f
S~ θ(L)^
X . Therefore,
[SL] = O(L) for all L
E 2'.
Le£?.

0
D

3. Perturbations of certain CSL algebras.
algebras. We begin this section with
3.
two definitions. The first
first is a property which a CSL algebra may
possess, while the second is a lattice condition.
condition.

DEFINITION 7. Say that a CSL algebra Alg2'
Hilbert
AlgJ? acting on a Hubert
space %?
Jr has the algebra
algebra perturbation
perturbationproperty
propertyifif there
thereexist
exist positive
positive
following statement
statement holds:
constants C and 6δ < .01 such that the following
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'If
L is a commutative
'If Jΐ
commutative subspace lattice acting on ?I'
%f such that
AlgJΐ) < d
δ and e:
θ: £7
3? -+
—•LΛf isisthe
thestandard
standardorder
orderisoisodrf(AlgJ2?,
(Alg£7, AlgL)
morphism, there exist an invertible operator
unitary
operator S E
e 89(?I')
3B{%?) and a unitary
operator U Ee 89
(?I') such
38(J%*)
suchthat
that
| | S - *UII
7 | | <<CCd(Alg£7,
W ( A l g ^ , AlgL)
AlgΛf) and
(i) liS
[SX] =
= eeL)
0(L) for all L
LE
e £7
& .'
(ii) [SL]
£7 is a projection
projection of
Recall that if
if £7
& is a CSL,
CSL, an interval of
ofJϊf
of the
L\,
€ £7.
.2*. It is easy to see that
L1Lf for some projections
projections L
form L\L^
1 , L2 E
of £7
& is an interval. Given disjoint intervals E and F of
of
any atom of
£7
F = E89
(?I')F. If
.2%, we write E ~!?
<& F if
if E
£ AAlg£7
lg-ST
E^(%f)F.
If no confusion
confusion
of <%>.
~ instead of
~!?
can arise, we will simply write :<
We shall require a notion concerning interpolation
interpolation of
of 4-cycles in
lattices which appears in the characterization
characterization of
of tree algebras in [12]
of the two conditions required for a CSL to be an
and is also one of
of Davidson (cf. [7],
[7], Definition
Definition 5.1).
interpolating lattice in the sense of

DEFINITION
DEFINITION 8. Let us say that a CSL has the 4-cycle interpolation
Ai, Hi
property if
if whenever A\,
2?, (i
(/ = I1,, 2) are non-zero disjoint intervals
of £7
J ? such that H1
B\ ~
< A\
< ^2
h H1
B\ is a 4-cycle, there are
of
A1 >:
~ B
H22 ~
A2 ~
< Aι
B[ ~
< Hi
Bi and a non-zero interval
non-zero subintervals A\
Ai ~
Ai and B;
& such that B~
B\ ~
<G~
< Ai
A\ for i == 11,, 22..
G of £7
Of
Of course,
course, if
if Ai
Af and Hi
JSZ are atoms
atoms of
of £7,
£f, then Ai
A\ =
= Ai
Aj and
B\ =
= Hi·
Bi.
Hi
In this section we apply Theorem 3 to show that a CSL algebra
atomic
whose lattice £7
£? is hyperreflexive, infinite multiplicity,
multiplicity, purely atomic
satisfies the 4-cycle interpolation
interpolation condition has the algebra perand satisfies
turbation property.
property. This result is Theorem 16 below. We suspect that
the condition that £7
S* is purely atomic
atomic can be weakened to requiring
S* be completely
completely distributive,
distributive, but we have not checked
checked carefully.
that £7
of these conditions
conditions are necessary conditions, our result
While none of
of algebras known to have nice perturbation
perturbation
does broaden
broaden the class of
properties.
Our basic strategy will be to use Proposition
Proposition 10 below to show that
under certain circumstances, two close hyperreflexive
hyperreflexive CSL algebras are
similar.
Proposition A of
of [20]:
The following lemma is Proposition
LEMMA 9 ([20]).
([20]). Suppose
Suppose £7
J5? is a hyperreflexive
hyperreflexive CSL and 0 < eε <
1/4. If
unitary operator such that
1/4.
If U is a unitary

~~~ IIULU· - LII < k(~)'
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then
III <<eεand
then there
there is
is an
an invertible
invertίbleoperator
operatorTTEe111(.2')
&(3?)with
withliT
\\T- —1\\
and
=
[TL]
for
each
L
E
£7.
such
that
ULU*
such
ULU* =
each LeSf.
PROPOSITION
exists
PROPOSITION 10.
10. Suppose
Suppose that £7
3* is
is aa CSL and
and that there
there exists
increasing net
net {F,d
{Fλ}λeA
hyperreflexivesub
sublattices
whoseunion
union
an increasing
,lEA of hyperrejlexive
lattices whose
dense in
in £7
3 and
and such
sup^ k(91)
k(&χ) == M
< 00.
oo. Then
is strongly
strongly dense
such that sUP,l
M <
Alg
Jΐf has
hasthe
thealgebra
algebraperturbation
perturbation
property.
Alg£7
property.

Proof.
Letdo>
δ0 >00and
andC>
C >00bebethe
theconstants
constantsassociated
associatedtotoAlg£7
Alg i ?
Proof. Let
by Theorem
Theorem 33 and
and let
let dδ == do/4M.
δo/4M.
by
Suppose that L
set
^# is
is aa CSL such that d(Alg£7,
d(MgJ?, AIgL)
AlgJf) <
< dδ and set
rJ = d(AIg£7, AIgL).

Let 0:
θ: £7
oS* -—>LJf be
bethe
thestandard
standardorder
orderisomorphism.
isomorphism. Then
Thenby
byPropoProposition 1,
1, we
we have
(3)

||L-0(L)||<4>/
for all
all L Le£?.
ilL
- O(L)II ~ 4rJ for
E £7.

For A
G,lλ = 0(91).
λ eEΛA,
, l elett G
Each atom of 91
^ is
is aa difference
difference of two projections
projections of 91
^ and hence
oθ induces aa map,
map, which we
weshall also denote
denote by
by 0,
θ ,between the
the atoms
of
91
and
the
atoms
of
G,l
such
that
of &χ
Gχ
\\A-θ(A)\\<Sη<Sδ<
IIA
- O(A)II ~ 8rJ < 8d < 11
UA
for each atom A
A of 91.
&χ. Hence
Hence there exists aa partial isometryUA
u
UA, where the
with initial space A and range space O(A).
Θ(A). If U,l
Uχ == E
Σ A>
sum is
is over all
all the
the atoms of 91,
^χ, then U,l
Uλ is
is aa unitary operator such
that
U,lLU;
= O(L) for
UλLU*λ=θ{L)
for each
each LLE..2)..
G^.
By (3) and Lemma 9,
9, there is an
an invertible
invertible operator T).
Tλ Ee 111(.2')
£%(J%f)such
such
that
\\T
-I\\<4ηM<δ
IIT,l -III
< 4rJM < do0
λ
and
and
[T,lL]
E 91.
[TλL] == O(L)
θ(L) for
for all
all L Le^.
Arguing as
as Lance does in
in the
the proof
proof of Lemma 4.6
4.6 of [19],
[19], we
we conclude that
that there
there exists
exists an
an invertible
invertible linear
linear map
map Φ:
clude
<1>: 111(.2') - 111(.2')
such that
such
that
11<1> - Id~(2)11 < do
and the restriction of <I>
to Alg
Alg£7
of AIg£7
Φ to
J ? is
is aa linear isomorphism of
into AlgL.
now completes the
the
Alg«^f. An
An application of Theorem 33 now
0
proof.
D
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Question. The hypotheses on .2
J5? in Proposition 10 imply that .2
3? is
hyperreflexive and that k(.2)
k(<S?)::;<M.
M. The
Thequestion
questionthen
thenarises:
arises:Does
Doesaa
hyperreflexive
Jΐf always have such a net?
nef! Unfortunately, hyperhyperreflexive CSL .2
reflexivity behaves
badly when passing
passing to sublattices. Indeed,
Indeed, Davidreflexivity
behaves badly
of a complemented
son and Power in [10] show that finite sublattices of
arbitrarily large distance constants. However,
atomic lattice may have arbitrarily
of Rosenoer [22] that all complemented CSLs
it follows from a result of
are hyperreflexive.
hyperreflexive.

We would like to have an affirmative
affirmative answer to this question, for
for
then all hyperreflexive
hyperreflexive CSLs would have the perturbation property.
One way to construct CSLs with well behaved
behaved distance constants
is to look at compressions to diagonal projections. For if
if R is a
projection in 3f{3),
~ (.2) , then
(4)

k(R:?)
k(R&) ::;
< k(.2).

To see this, choose T EG !B(Jr')
^{β^), , and view RTR
RTR as an operator on
the range of
R. We have
of R.
d(RTR,
d(RTR, AlgR:?)
AlgiLSΠ =
=

inf
inf

AEAlg..2"

IIRTR-RARII
\\RTR
- RAR\\

::;
d(RTR, Alg.2)
<d(RTR,
::; k(.2)P..2"(RLR)
= k(.2)!Br..2"(RLR) ;

the last equality follows from the fact that R commutes with £'.
3?.
Thus (4) holds.
Hence if
if there exists a finite sublattice !T
& of
of £'
«£* which is order
isomorphic to RS?,
R£', one would obtain a bound on the distance conof !T
& in terms of
of k(£'
k(£f ®
® /I).
) . The reason we do not obtain
stant of
k(£?) is that we do not have any information
a bound in terms of k(£')
of R:?
RS7 and !T.
S?~. This
on the relationship between the multiplicities of
difference for our purposes if
if we were able to show
would make no difference
of a positive constant c such that k(.2
k{£f ®
® /)
< ck(£')
ck(Jΐ?)..
the existence of
I) ::;
k(£?) ::;
< k(£'
k{^f®I).)
(The inequality (4) implies that k(£')
® I).) We should menof understanding the relationship between the
tion that the problem of
of .2
3* and £'
3 ®
®I/ also arose in the recent paper of
of
distance constants of
Davidson and Ordower [8].
Let us say that an atomic CSL £'
3? has the compression property if
if
i n the commutant of
of £'
Jΐf and finite sublatthere exists a net {Rχ}χ^A
{R)J~.EA in
{^} of
of £'
Jΐf such that:
tices {.9i}
1.
1 UA..9i
Uλ ^λ is
is strongly
strongly dense
dense in
in .2
Jΐf,,
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RχS? =
= R;..95.
Rλ&χ for
for all
all λ
2. R;..?
A. Ee A, and
and
33.. .95.
&χ is order isomorphic to
to either R;..?
Rχ£? or
or to
to ~(R;..?).
^(RχJz?).
In this definition, we
preferred the
the simpler condition
we would have preferred
that .95.
9^ is order isomorphic to
to R;..?
Rλ<S?. However this is too
too strong a
condition for
for our
our purposes, for
for we
we will want aa purely atomic CSL .?
J?
for which the identity is a strong limit point to
to enjoy
enjoy the compression
has the
the 4-cycle interpolation property.
condition provided it also has
to ensure that infinite multiThe compression condition is enough to
10.
plicity lattices satisfy
satisfy the
the hypotheses of Proposition 10.
PROPOSITION 11.
11. Suppose .?
S* is a hyperrejlexive,
hyperreflexive, infinite multiplicproperty. Then Alg.?
the
ity
ity CSL
CSL which
which has
has the
the compression property.
AlgJ? has
has the
perturbation property.

R;. and
Proof. Suppose that Rχ
Proof.
and .95.
&χ are
are as
as in
in the definition of the compression property. We
We shall show that for
for all
all A.,
λ,
k(.95.)
k(.?) + 1.
k{9~~λ)<k{&)+l.

(5)

The proposition will then follow from Proposition 10.
1O.
Since.?
Since <S? has
has uniform infinite multiplicity, so
so does .95..
9^. If .95.
&χ is
R;..?,
we
have
order isomorphic to
to RχJϊ?, we
k(!7k) = k((R;..?) ® I) ~ k(.?) ,

and all
all is well.
On the
G;.
the other hand,
hand, if .95.
9^ is order isomorphic to
to ~(R;..?),
^{RχS*), let
let Gχ
be an
R;..?
an infinite multiplicity CSL which is order isomorphic to
to Rχ<S*.
As above, we
we have
k(G;.) = k((R;..?) ® I) ~ k(.?).

Then Alg.95.
A l g ^ is unitarily equivalent
equivalent to
to the algebra
algebra of all
all 2 x 2 operator
matrices (Tij)
(7y) such that Til
Tn E
e ~(/?')
38{%?) (i
(i =
= 1,
1, 2),
2), T12
Tn =
= 0 and
and T22
T22 Ee
Alg G;..
PEG;.}
Alg
Gλ . Thus .95.
9^ is unitarily equivalent
equivalent to
to {O
{0 ffi
Θ P: P
e Gλ} U
U{I
{/ EBθ I}
/ }..
Identify
=
Identify .95.
9\ with its
its image under this unitary equivalence. If S =
(Sij)
(/?' EB
has
(Sy) E
G~
&{%T
θ /?')
%?),, one has
=
d(S, Alg.95.) =

and

inf
inf

A22 EAlgG.l

<d(S
) + II S
II (SS22-A
S12A ) II ~
d(S22,AlgG
, AlgG;.)
1211
22
22

22

22

λ
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It follows that

d(S, Alg,9i) < k(:?)
Pg;(S)

-

1

+ .

We conclude that (5) holds in this case as well. This completes the
We
0
prooL
proof.
D
Our goal is to show that purely atomic CSLs which have the 4-cycle
4-cycle
interpolation property also enjoy
enjoy the compression property. We shall
require several
several lemmas.
If
If R is an interval of
of a CSL :?
&, , let

L(R) =
/\{L E:?: R:$
L}.
= /\{LeSf:
R<L}.
The following
following is related to Lemma 5.6 of
of [7].
LEMMA
LEMMA 12. Suppose :?
3* is a purely atomic CSL which has the 4cycle interpolation property,
property, that kk>\
~ 1 is an integer,
AI,
... ,
integer, and
and that A\
9
Ak are distinct atoms of
of :?
3 such that

P
p=
=

(6

L(A;)) ,-; O.

\i=l

/

If B
Blx and
If
and B2
B2 are atoms
atoms of:?
of <S?such
suchthat
that BBj t:$<P,
P, then
thenthere
thereexists
existsanan
atom
for i == 11,2.
, 2.
atom G of
of' :?
& such that
that G:$
G<P P and
and B{j ~
<GG for
Proof. Inductively define a sequence G
of atoms of
of Jϊ?
:?
Proof.
G\19 , •••
... 9,G
G^k of
follows: let G
Gx1 =
= Ax
< m < k that GGmm
as follows:
Al and assume for some 1 :$
defined so that
has been defined
m

Gmm<l\L{Ai)
:$ /\ L(A j )

and Gmm t> B
Bjj

j =
2.
7
= 1,
1,2.

j=1
1=1

Gmm t>z Bl
Bx ~
< A
.χ t> B
< G
Gmm is a 4-cycle, there exists an
Since G
Am+l
B22 ~
mΛ
atom G
Gmm+\
of
S?
such
that
+ 1 of :?

G
m ,?
(j?n+1
—G
^"/w
m+l ~

G
~ ^Am+l
^m
m + i ,5
m++i1 I2

and
G
B j (i
+1 tc -0/
and
Crm_|_i
(ί = 11 ?, 2).
2).
=

m

s o t ie
+ 1 :$
"7!~/ ^L(A
induction can
can proceed.
proceed.
We clearly have G
Gmm+\
< A/lV
( ^ ίj )) ', so the
' induction
Taking G =
0
=G
Gkk completes the proof.
D

3 is a CSL and
and that
that A
, An are
13. Suppose that :?
AI,
... ,An
Ϊ9
disjoint intervals of
Let !T
of :?
Jϊ?. Let
&~ be the sublattice of
of :?
5f generated by
{L(Al),
L(An)}.
For
each
atom
E
of
!T,
let
{L(Aχ), ...
. . . , L(A
)}.
For
atom
of'
^',
n
LEMMA
LEMMA

S(E) = {i: L(Aj)E =1= O}.
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The
following statements
hold:
The following
statements hold:
1.
1. If E
E is
is an
an atom of !T,
^ , then

E=
E=[

(

/\ L(Ai))
( V
V
Λ
L(Ai)\ (

iES(E)
\ieS(E)

L(Ai)).l

i¢S(E)

(We use
use the
that /\
L{Ai) =
(We
the convention
convention that
I\empty
setL(Ai)
= II and
and \j
Vempty
empty setL(Ai)
empty set
setL{Ai)
=
0.)
= 0.)

2. If E
E and
and F
F are atoms of !T,
2.
&~, then
E ~!T F
F
E<F

if
and only
if and
only if
if

S(F) c
~ S(E).
S(F)
S(E).

Proof. Let
Proof.
LetMMbe
bethe
theset
setof
ofall
allelements
elementsof
of!T
& of
ofthe
theform
form

/\ L(Ai) ,
iES
ies

where S
S is
is aa subset of {I,
{1, ...
. . . ,, n}. Then the
the set
set J/ of all
all joins
of
L(Ai) for
of elements of S
S is
is aa distributive
distributive lattice which contains L(Aϊ)
for
1 ~< i/~< nn,, and
and hence
hence J/ == !T
&..
It
It is
is now easy to
to see
see that
that
L A
/\
Λ L(Ai)
i i)

iES(E)
i£S(E)

is the smallest
E and
and
smallest element of !T
& containing E

V
V

L(Ai)

i¢S(E)

is the
the largest
largest element of !T
& which does not
not contain E. The
Thefirst
statement follows.
PE and Pp
PF be the smallest
Turning now to the second statement, let
let PE
smallest
elements of !T
& containing E
E and
and F
F respectively.
respectively. If E
E~
< F, then
E^(βf)F ==EAlg!TF
E Alg^F = EAlg!TPFF =
o0 ¥φ E~(J't')F
and hence PFE
Pp£ ¥
^ o.
0. Therefore S(F)
5(F) ~
c S(E).
and

PFEAlg!TF,

Conversely, suppose that S(F)
~ 5(2?).
S(E). Then by
S(F) c
by the remarks in
in the
the
PE ~
PF • Thus if Q E
second paragraph of this proof, we
we have PE
< PF
G!T
9f
and F
<Q
Q,
< Q.
Q. It
It follows that
and
F ~
, then iP^
E ~

F~

(V{QE!T: QlPE}).l.

By Lemma 23.3
EJ't' and
y E
F J't' are
23.3 of [11],
[11], if x E
e E%?
and y
E F%*
are non-zero
vectors, the
y* belongs to
the rank one
one operator x ®
® y*
to Alg!T.
A l g ^ . Hence
E Alg!T F φ
¥ (0).
=
(0). But then
then because !T
& is
is aa finite
finite CSL,
CSL, E
£ Alg!T
A l g ^ iF7 =
E~ (J't')F , whence E
0
£~
^ F.
F.
D
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14. Let
Let 2'
2? be a purely atomic CSL which
which has the 4-cyc/e
A-cycleininterpolation property.
property.Let
Let{A
{A\,
... , ,An}
An} be
beaafinite
finitecollection
collectionof
ofatoms
atoms
1 , •••
terpolation
n
of 2'
& and let
let !T
!F be
be the sub-CSL generated
{L(Ai)} i=χ. Let
of
generated by {L(Aini'=I.
Let
LEMMA
LEMMA

P=\/L(Ai)

i=1
and let
X be
set of all atoms E
E of !T
P. Then
let χ
be the set
^ such
such that E
E~
< P.
X into the set
there
there exists a function E
E I-t
κ-> B(E)
B{E) from χ
set of atoms of 2'
S*
such that
1. B(E)
E for
for all
E X and
and
B(E) ~
<E
all E
Eeχ
E{ <$r
E2 if and only if B(Ed
B(E{) <<?
all E 1 , E2
EuE
2. EI
~g- E2
~!l' B(E
B(E22)) for
EX.
for all
2eχ.
Proof. Given an
to be
be the
Proof.
an atom E
E of !T,
SF, define
define the order of E
E to
number
ord(E) =
= nn-\S(E)\
ord(E)
-IS(E)I,9
where S(E) is
E22 are atoms of
of
is as
as in
inLemma 13. Note that if EI
E\ and E
!T
& which have the same order, then EI
E\ ~
< E2
E2 implies that EI
E\=—E
E22.
For if EI
E 22,, Lemma 13
E\ ~
< E
13 implies
implies that S(Ed
S(E\) ;2
D S(E2);
S(E2); hence
S(Ed
first
S(E\) =
= S(E
S(E22)) and the equality
equality of the atoms follows from the first
part of Lemma 13.
13.
m\ <
< m2
m2 <
< ... <
< mr
mr be
be aa listing of the range of the restriction
Let ml
of the order function to
to the set
set χ
of
X.. Note that the atoms of order m\
ml
SF and also belong to
to !T.
&. For
For 1
1<
< rr,,
are the minimal atoms of !T
~ t ~
put
Ot
EX: ord(E) ~ mt}.
Ωt =
={E{Eeχ:ord(E)<m
t}.
For each atom E
E of !T
be any atom of
of
&* belonging
belonging to 0
Ωi,
let B(E)
B(E) be
1 , let
2'
of
S? contained in
in E. By
By our earlier
earlier remarks, we
wesee that the atoms of
m\ are all
all mutually
<&). Thus,
order ml
mutually incomparable (with respect to ~g-).
for all
all atoms EI
E\ and
and E
in 0
Ω1i,, part (2)
(2) in
in the
the statement of the
E22 in
lemma holds.
B(E) for
Now suppose
suppose that for
for some integer
integer t, we
we have defined
defined B(E)
for
SF belonging
to Ot
Ω^ and that for
for all
all atoms EI
E\ and
and E2
E2
all atoms of !T
belonging to
in Ot,
Ω,, part (2) holds.
anatom F
F of !T
& of order mt+l,
mt+\, and fix
B\ of Sf
fix any atom BI
2'
Fix an
F
=
B
.
Set
•
such that B
BIF
=
B
Set
1X
X
A
S(E)},,
= {Eeχ:
{E E X: ord(E)
ord(E) <
~ m
mtt and
and S{F)
S(F) C
~ S(E)}
A=

and let
let
PF =

A
iES(F)
ieS(F)

L(Ai).
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13, L\
Δ consists of
of the atoms E of
of !7
SF such that E ~!T
<%-F F.
By Lemma 13,
.
if E E
e L\,
Δ, B(E) ~
< PF
Pp . As Bl
B\ is contained in F
F,, we also
Therefore, if
have Bl
Bγ <
Pp. Apply Lemma 12 to conclude that for each E E
e L\,
Δ,
~ PF.
(/(Is) of
of 2'
J ? such that
there exists an atom G(E)
(6)
(6)

< PF
PF
G(E) ~

^ <&
><?B(E).
B(E).
and Bl
~2' G(E) ~2'

We next show that there exists an atom B(F) of
of £1
S* such that for
all £ G Δ ,
allEEL\,
(7)
(7)

<P
PFF
B(F) ~

Bx ~2'
<<? B(F)
B{F) ~2'
>^ G(E).
G(E).
and Bl

To do this,
this, let E
E\,
Eι,
. . . ,Ej
, £ ; be a listing of
of the elements of L\.
Δ.
1, E
2 , •••
Let Co
B 1 • Since both Co
PF we
Co =
= B\.
Q and G(Ed
G(E\) are contained in Pf
apply Lemma 12 to conclude that there exists an atom C
£1
C\1 of
of S>
Q ~2'
<& C
C\1 ~2'
>:%>
G(E\).
Inductively
dominated by Pp
PF such that Co
G(El).
Inductively
G(ES) to obtain an atom
- 1 and G(Es)
repeat the procedure with the pair Css-\
< P of £1
& such that
Css ~
C
Q-i
^^ C
Css ~2'
^i^7 G(Es).
G(ES).
s- 1 ~2'

Finally take B(F)
£(F) =
=C
Cj 7 .•
We wish to prove that B(F)F
B(F)F =
= B(F).
B(F). Suppose that H
H is the
atom of
of !7
9F containing B(F).
B(F). Since
B(F)
B(F)<~

/\ L(Ai) ,
iES(F)
ieS(F)

we see that S(H) ;2
2 S(F).
S(F). Next,
Next, fix
fix j E
e S(H).
S(H). Since L(Aj)H
L(Aj)H =
= H,
H,
we have
L(Aj)B(F) =
= B(F).
B(F).
L(Aj)B(F)
L(Aj)) E
e 2'
£? and Bl
Bx ~2'
<$> B(F),
B(F), so L(Aj
L(Aj)B
= B x1. • However,
)Bγ1 =
But L(Aj
L(^4/)
^ and as Bl
B\ ~
< F,
F, we have L(Aj)F
L{Aj)F == F.
i7.
L(A
j ) also belongs to !T
Therefore, S(H)
ιS(ff) !;
c S(F)
S(.F),, so S(H)
5(7/) =
= S(F).
S(F). By Lemma 13 we have
7
H=
= F.
F. We have proved that F
i dominates B(F).
B(F).
H
Next, if
~!T F,
Next,
if E E
€ Ot
Ω, and E <$r
F, then E
£ E
e L\.
Δ. Then by (6) and (7),

B(E) ~2'
<χ B(F).
B(F).

On the other hand,
, then
forfor
anyany
hand, if
if E E
e Ot,
Ωt, and B(E) ~2'
<%>B(F)
B(F),
then
k E S(F) ,
keS(F),
B(F)L(Ak) =
= B(F)
B(F)L(Ak)

and hence B(E)L(Ak)
B(E)L(Ak) =
= B(E).
B{E).

c S(E)
^(.E),, and therefore E ~!T
<? FF..
It follows that S(F) !;
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The previous
previous paragraph, together with the
the fact that distinct atoms
of
n H1 ,
of the same order are
are not
not comparable, shows
shows that for
for any
any E
EE
e Ω,+i,
B(F)
B{F) t2'
h& B(E)
B(E) if and only if F tg>gr E.
E.

We have now
nowdefined
defined B(F) for
for all
all F E
en
Ω,+i
satisfying both parts
HI satisfying
of
the
statement
of
the
lemma.
of
o
Indication now
the proof.
now completes the
D
PROPOSITION 15.
15. Suppose that
that 2'
£? is a purely atomic
atomic CSL
CSL which
has the
property. Then 2'
the 4-cycle
4-cycle interpolation property.
<2? has
has the
the compression
property.
property.

are
Proof. Let
Proof.
Let A
Λ be
be the
the collection of all
all finite
finite sets whose elements are
be
atoms of 2'
S*,, and
and direct A
Λ by inclusion. For each lEA,
λ e Λ, let
let 9i
^ be
the sublattice of 2'
i ? generated by {L(A):
{L(A): A E
e λ},
A}, let
let

V

Pλ =
= \/L(A),
P).
L(A) ,
AE).
Aeλ

let χ
be the
the set
set of all
all atoms of 9i
9^ dominated by P)..
Pλ.
and let
X).λ be
Clearly
(JΛ 9i
&λ is
^ s strongly
strongly dense in
in 2'
Jϊ?..
Clearly U).
shows that if
if
The preceding lemma shows

L

Rλ == Σ B(E),
R).
B(E),
EEX;.

we defined
then R).2'
RχJΐ? =
= R).g-.
Rχ^. Also, we
defined the
the mapping E
E t-+
ι-> B(E)
B(E) for
all atoms of 9i
&χ except perhaps for
for the
the atoms whose order is the
the carcarλ. Hence 9i
&χ is order isomorphic either to
to R).2'
Rχ3? or
or to
to
dinality of l.
~(R).2').

0

We now
now have:
16.
16. If
If 2'
Jϊ? is a purely atomic, hyperref/exive,
hyperreflexive, infinite multiplicity CSL
property, then Alg2'
has
CSL with the
the 4-cycle
A-cycle interpolation property,
Alg-S? has
the perturbation property.
THEOREM

Proof. Combine Propositions 11
Proof.
11 and
and 15.
15.

o
D

Question. Is
to remove the
Is it possible
possible to
the hypothesis
hypothesis that 2'
J5? satisfies
16?
the 4-cycle interpolation condition in
in the
the statement of Theorem 16?
This would
we knew that all
would be
be possible
possible if we
all purely
purely atomic CSLs have
the compression property.
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Notes added in
in proof.
has pointed out
out to
the author that
proof. Davidson has
to the
Proposition 10
3.
10 can
can be
be proved
proved without using Theorem 3.
The author has
are
has recently proved
proved (see
(see [24])
[24]) that if £?
& and
and L
Jt are
ί7
, AlgL)
AlgΛf) =
=0
δ < ^
d(Alg£?,
i6', then1 there exists
any CSLs such that rf(Alg<5
&{J^) such that liS
\\S -- III
/|| < 120
12ί and
and S(Alg£?)S-1
S(Adg^T)S'
= AlgL.
AlgΛf.
S Ee .51(71')
=
result gives an
an alternate approach to
to Theorem 3 and
and improves
improves
This result
Theorem 16.
16.
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